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Failure Mode and Effect Analysis (FMEA) is one of the well-known techniques of qual-

ity management that is used for continuous improvement in product or process design. One 

important issue of FMEA is the determination of the risk priorities of failure modes. The 

purpose of this paper is to compare three different methods for prioritizing failure modes in 

a process FMEA study. These methods are traditional approach, fuzzy logic and Genetic 

Algorithms using a risk-cost model of FMEA – to estimate the weight of risk factors. Ac-

cording to the findings, the integration of Genetic Algorithms and fuzzy revealed a differ-

ence in prioritizing failure modes among the methods. Because these methods eliminate 

some of the shortcomings of the traditional approach, they are useful tools in identifying the 

high priority failure modes. They can also provide the stability of process assurance. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

In today’s hard economic conditions, companies must ensure quality products 

delivered on time at a competitive price. To achieve it companies always appeal to 

various quality planning methods, at the same time ensuring that their suppliers do 

this.  

In practice, there are two main groups of methods of quality planning. The first 

is a group of preventive methods. Their goal is already at the design stage to pre-

vent the occurrence of noncompliance, the consequences of which would be no-

ticeable only in the later stages of production, or even exploitation. The second 

group of methods of quality planning is a method to design the process parame-

ters. These methods are particularly important for obtaining the best possible tech-
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nical and economic effects, while maintaining the desired level of product quality 

[11].  

One of the most important preventive methods is Failure Mode and Effects 

Analysis (FMEA). It is a methodology for risk management and quality improve-

ment aimed at identifying potential causes of failure of products and processes, 

their quantification by risk assessment, ranking of the problems identified accord-

ing to their importance, and the determination and implementation of related cor-

rective actions.  

The traditional FMEA determines the risk priority of each failure mode using 

the Risk Priority Numbers (RPN), which can be obtained as a product of three risk 

factors, namely Severity (S), Occurrence (O) and Detection (D) [6]. Unfortunately, 

the crisp RPN method shows some important limitations when FMEA is applied in 

real-world cases. Therefore, a number of approaches have been suggested in the 

literature to enhance the FMEA methodology, such as technique for ordering pref-

erence by similarity to ideal solution (TOPSIS) [3], decision making trial and 

evaluation laboratory (DEMATEL) [13], grey theory [4, 9], analytic hierarchy 

process (AHP) [2], data envelopment analysis (DEA) [5], Monte Carlo [1], fuzzy 

logic [7, 8, 9, 12, 14]. 

One of most critical aspects of the FMEA methodology, which is greatly con-

tested by the authors, is that this kind of analysis fails to take into consideration 

extremely remarkable factors, such as the economic aspect of the failure modes. 

In this study, a process FMEA data of a welding process is used. Prioritization 

of the failure modes will be estimated by 3 different methods and the results of 

these methods will be compared with each other. First method is the traditional 

approach, second method is the fuzzy FMEA and the third method is the Genetic 

Algorithms (GA) using a risk-cost model of FMEA. We applied the GA in FMEA 

analysis to determine the risk of a process so as the total quality cost – and here we 

are also talking about the failures costs and the failures prevention and quality 

appraisal costs – is to be minimal. 

 

2. CLASSICAL APPLICATION OF PROCESS FAILURE MODE  

EFFECT ANALYSIS 

 

In the first part of the study a classical application of Process FMEA has been 

realized for the welding process. For this process the FMEA team identified 31 

failure modes with different potential causes. Risk Priority Numbers (RPNs) of the 

failure modes are calculated. The failures with the highest RPN values are present-

ed (64, 72, 80, and 128). Some of the data can be seen in Table 3. All 31 items are 

not given in this table. 

 

3. FUZZY FMEA APPLICATION 



Application of Fuzzy Logic with Genetic Algorithms to FMEA Method 

 

The methodology of the fuzzy RPNs is based on fuzzy set theory. In 1965, Za-

deh proposed fuzzy set theory [15], and later established fuzzy logic based on 

fuzzy sets. The three inputs Severity (S), Occurrence (O) and Detection (D) are 

fuzzified and evaluated in a fuzzy inference engine built on a consistent base of IF-

THEN rules. The fuzzy output is defuzzified to get the crisp value of the RPN that 

will be used for a more accurate ranking of the potential risks.  

The fuzzy logic toolbox of Matlab software program has been used in calculat-

ing the values of RPN. A model was established for the FMEA technique having 3 

inputs and 1 output variable, and given in Fig. 1.  

Five categories were associated to each fuzzy set: VL (very low), L (low), M 

(moderate), H (high) and VH (very high). The output of the fuzzy system, FRPN, 

was scaled in the range 0...1000 in order to be compatible with the previous results. 

 

 
Fig. 1. The Fuzzy FMEA model 

 

Table 1 presents the inference rules adopted for this application, based on expert 

knowledge, a total of 125 fuzzy rules ( 555  ).  
Here are given some of the rules as an example. IF occurrence IS very low 

AND severity IS moderate AND detection IS very high then RPN IS moderate. 

For the Occurrence and Severity input variables was used Gaussian membership 

function (Eq. 1) defined by two parameters respectively center c and width σ. 

Gaussian membership function can lead to smooth, continuously differentiable 

hypersurfaces of a fuzzy model, also it facilitates theoretical analysis of a fuzzy 

system because it is continuously and infinitely differentiable, i.e., it has deriva-

tives of any grade. 
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For the Detection input variable was used Cauchy membership function (gener-

alized bell) (Eq. 2) with the three parameters a, b, c. 

 
Table 1. Inference rules 

Occurrence: VL 

Severity FUZZY RPN 

VL L M H VH 

VL VL VL VL VL L 

L VL VL VL L L 

M VL VL L L M 

H VL L L M M 

Detection 

VH L L M M H 

 
 

Occurrence: L 

Severity FUZZY RPN 

VL L M H VH 

VL VL VL VL L L 

L VL VL L L M 

M VL L L M M 

H L L M M H 

Detection 

VH L M M H H 

 
 

Occurrence: M 

Severity FUZZY RPN 

VL L M H VH 

VL VL VL L L M 

L VL L L M M 

M L L M M H 

H L M M H H 

Detection 

VH M M H H VH 

 
 

Occurrence: H 

Severity FUZZY RPN 

VL L M H VH 

VL VL L L M M 

L L L M M H 

M L M M H H 

H M M H H VH 

Detection 

VH M H H VH VH 

 
 

Probabilitate apariţie: VH 

Severity FUZZY RPN 

VL L M H VH 

VL L L M M H 

L L M M H H 

M M M H H VH 

H M H H VH VH 

Detection 

VH H H VH VH VH 

 
 

 

Mamdani min/max method of inference mechanism (input method: min; aggre-

gate method: max) was used and the results were defuzzified by center of gravity 

method. There are different algorithms for defuzzification as well. These are Cen-

ter of Gravity, Center of Gravity for Singletons, Center of Area, Left Most Maxi-

mum, and Right Most Maximum.  

Among these algorithms the most popular one is the center of gravity (centroid) 

technique. It finds the point where a vertical line would slice the aggregate set into 

two equal masses. 
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As to the types of failure, the fuzzy RPN values provided in the model are given 

in Table 3 in comparison with the RPN values of classical FMEA and FMEA based 

on Genetic Algorithms. 

 

4. FMEA COST MODEL BY GENETIC ALGORITHM 

 

Genetic algorithms (GA) can be used to search for solutions difficult to obtain 

by other conventional methods, in different areas. They can be run on a computer 

or can be accelerated on parallel hardware structures [10]. One of the cases when 

the genetic algorithms are suitable is the optimization problem – finding the opti-

mal solutions. Finding the optimum is a very difficult issue, especially when many 

different criteria are needed to be considered: that’s the situation when we’re talk-

ing of a multi-criteria analysis for systems. 

In this case, we are faced with such a problem. On one side, we have the prob-

lem of risk analysis that a production process involves from the perspective of the 

failures that can occur. On the other side, the costs issue must be considered thus 

an economic analysis is needed. Finding the optimum is crucial, meaning finding a 

solution with a risk degree accepted by the client but also viable, economically 

speaking. 

In the proposed model we suppose that failures which will not cause deaths or 

human injuries are considered in terms of economic evaluation. These kinds of 

causes (for example with a value of Severity of 9 or 10) must be eliminated in any 

case, regardless of any economical consideration. The multi-criteria analysis starts 

only when the failures severity is less than 8. This kind of failures goes in the class 

where a cost-risk analysis is required and the search of an optimum is made. The 

problem of finding an optimum is basically the finding of a risk level that is ac-

cepted by the client where the failure, prevention and evaluation costs added to-

gether, so the total cost, is minimal. 

 

4.1. Costs of quality 

 

Cost of quality is a measurement used for assessing the waste or loss from a de-

fined process. These costs are significant and can be significantly reduced or 

avoided. Most cost of quality measurements utilize 4 categories of costs: 

Internal failure costs ( )iC  are associated with internal losses before the product 

is supplied to the client, are defined by the relation: 

 

didai C)P(PnC −= 1         (3) 
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External failure costs ( )eC  occur outside of the process being analyzed. These 

costs are usually discovered by or affect third parties such as clients, are given by 

the relation: 

 

imgdedae CCPPnC +=         (4) 

 

where n  is the items produced per batch, aP  the probability of a failure occur-

ring, dP  the probability of the failure not to be detected, diC  the internal cost per 

failure, deC  the external cost per failure and imgC  cost of the firm image (loss of 

reputation). 

Preventive costs are associated with the prevention of future losses due to poor 

quality, such as unplanned problems, lost opportunities and waste.  

Assessment or appraisal costs are those associated with measurement and as-

sessment of a process. These are usually designed to find quality problems before 

the product or service is delivered to the client or to improve the quality of the 

product. 

 

perspersequipequipappprev cncnC +=−       (5) 

 

where equipn is the number of equipment used in the production process to pre-

vent the failures, for inspections, equipc  is the cost of the equipment, persn  is the 

number of persons engaged in the prevention of failures (for training) and persc  is 

the cost assigned per person. 

 

4.2. Coding scheme used 

 

The proposed solution in this paper, does not exclude at all the classic FMEA 

approach. That is because the traditional FMEA reports are still commonly used. 

That is why we are still using the traditional FMEA parameters S, O and D and the 

expression of risk assessment is still the classic one. 

Instead, the genetic algorithm is the one that after having established values in 

the acceptable interval for the three parameters, for each failure mode, is assessing 

the risk by reporting it to the failures costs and also the failures prevention and 

quality evaluation costs.  

By using the presented costs formulas, we are getting different risk assessments 

reported to the cost. So, we are not changing the risk formula or the parameters 

frame from the FMEA traditional model but we are using the genetic algorithms to 
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find the optimal solutions for the FMEA parameters so as the total cost of quality 

which includes the failures costs and the failures prevention and quality evaluation 

costs is minimal. Something like this would not be possible with the deterministic 

methods because they do not establish a risk-cost report.  

The primary use of the algorithm is to determine the risk of a manufacturing 

process so as the total quality cost – and here we are also talking about the failures 

costs and the failures prevention and quality evaluation costs - is minimal. 

The gene is coding the tiniest unit in the solution. It is always a number. If a 

chromosome is revealed by the FMEA parameters for a single failure mode, the 

gene is one of those factors. The structure of a specimen is presented in Fig. 2: 

 

S1 O1 D1

S2 O2 D2

S3 O3 D3

...

Fault mode 1

Fault mode 2

Fault mode 3

Searched solution

AMDEC analysis

(PHENOTYPE)

Individual

Encoded solution

(GENOTYPE)

Chromosome 1

Chromosome 2

Chromosome 3

 
Fig. 2. Encoding the problem risk-cost analysis with genetic algorithms 

 

As we can see, the specimen is the FMEA analysis. Each chromosome is coding 

a failure mode. The gene represents a single FMEA parameter. The solution that 

we are looking for, the one that has been codified inside the individual, is called in 

specific terminology Phenotype (alongside the other possible solutions) while his 

“genetic code” is called Genotype. 

 

4.3. Parameters of genetic algorithm in the risk model  

 

After encoding the problem the next step is the parameterization of the algo-

rithm to resolve our problem. The genetic algorithm has a set of parameters that 

must be established by such a planner as well as the encoding scheme. 

Table 2. Parameters of genetic algorithm used in the risk-cost model  

Parameter  Value 

Number of individuals/generation 10 

Maximum number of generations  500 
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Method of selection (for interbreeding)  Roulette Wheel 

Number of pairs at interbreeding/generation (rate 

of interbreeding) 

1 

Number of points of interbreeding   1 

Selection method at mutation  Random  

Mutation rate  0.3 

Assessment function  Cost minimization  

Selection method of the replaced individual  Elitist (the weakest is replaced)  

 

Setting the parameters is the second major step that must be followed while 

working with the genetic algorithms. The parameters of the genetic algorithm that 

we have used in the cost-risk model are given in Table 2. 

 

4.4. Running the genetic algorithm 

 

After establishing the parameters of the genetic algorithm running the algorithm 

is taking place using the cost based assessment for an optimum risk analysis. In the 

diagram from the Fig. 3 are shown the steps for running the algorithm. 

In the first place, it all starts from the established failure modes for a certain 

manufacturing process. These failure modes are automatically retrieved from a 

database composed by the experts. 

This means that anytime the process changes, the database is updated and the 

algorithm will run to obtain the FMEA analysis for the new process. So our solu-

tion is not dependent on a certain process or certain failure mode. In database 

each failure mode has assigned intervals allowed for S and D. During evo-

lution algorithm (search solution) are obtained S and D and are determined 

the internal and the external costs on the market as well as the prevention costs 

(for each failure mode). In this moment is taking place the establishment of the 

number of chromosomes of an individual.  

After this preliminary stage, the launching of the genetic algorithm throws the 

initialization of the generation 0, the first population of individuals. The initializa-

tion is random, for each gene, but respecting the demanded range. After the 

achievement of the first generation (generation 0) the evolutionary loop is starting. 

In the first place, the evaluation of that population is taking place (in our case it is 

the generation 0). The evaluation represents calculating the failure and prevention 

and appraisal costs and comparing them. The fitness is obtained by decreasing in 

the module these two costs. After this assessment, we have a fitness vector, which 

has on each position the fitness value for each individual.  
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Get fault modes

Set individual dimension: 

number of fault modes 

represent number of 

chromosomes

Generation 0:

Randomly 

generated 

individuals

Evaluation using 

cost model

Sort ascending

Selection of 

parents using 

roulette method

Apply crossover 

operator: result an 

offspring

Generate a 

random number 

which set the 

mutation rate

Fitness < 

Tolerable 

error?

Mutation?

Random selection 

of individual and 

gene for mutation

Found the optimal 

solution !

Complete the 

maxim number of 

generation?

Local optima 

obtained

yes

yes

no

yes

no

Replace worst 

individual with 

offspring

no

 

Fig. 3. Diagram of the genetic algorithm to determine the FMEA based on the risk-cost 

analysis 

In the testing stage, we also check if the evolution process is over, through 

convergence to the searched optimum solution, if one of the individuals has its 

fitness value under the limit of the maximum permissible error (in this case +/- 50) 

or through convergence to a local optimum when the number of generations has 

been run is bigger than the maximum allowed. Through the second case, we have 

a solution that is the best, so far, but is not the optimum. If this matter is not con-
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venient, the evolution process can restart once again, the generation 0 will have 

other values than the generation 0 from the previous process. 

If the evolutionary loop is not over (the optimum has not been found and max-

imum allowed number of generations has not been reached), the classification of 

the individuals is taking place after the fitness vector. Sorting is necessary for the 

next stage, namely the selection. Through the selection the two parents will be 

chosen for the crossover operator.  

The crossover is carried out through random selection of the crossover point. 

The resulting offspring will be from this moment the eleventh individual of the 

population (which initially had 10 individuals). 

The next genetic operator, the mutation, is enabled for the current generation 

randomly, according to the rate of mutation - as we showed it is not necessarily a 

mutation of the generation. If the mutation is occurring, then an individual and one 

of his genes is chosen randomly which will suffer the mutation. The mutation rep-

resents the changing of the gene condition randomly but respecting the valid inter-

val of values. After the mutation, there are still eleven individuals; the mutation is 

an operator that is changing the condition of an individual, it does not lead to a 

new individual. After this last genetic operator has been applied, the resulting off-

spring (the eleventh individual) will replace the randomly weakest one resulting 

from the assessment. So at the end we have a population with 10 individuals.  

Another specific element of the run algorithm for our problem is the fact that 

we’ll have the same number of individuals and it won’t change during the evolu-

tion process (just like the generation 0). 

The evolution process is restarted from the assessment and it is running until 

the end of the evolution, as shown. 

 

4.5. The achieved results  

 

Alongside the temporarily displayed results – some of them very hard to under-

stand – as well as the final report during the evolution, the program allows saving 

into a file the information that must be investigated.  

The Risk Priority Number (RPN) has been monitored during the evolution. Its 

evolution for a process with 7 failure modes is presented in Fig. 4.  
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Fig. 4. The evolution of RPN - analysis of process with 7 failure modes, convergence at 

the generation 33 

 

It can be seen that it’s spreading to a big scale of values at the beginning, but 

after that, as the algorithm converges we can see that the scale is getting smaller. 

The calculations have been done on a RPN of an individual with the arithmetic 

average of the RPN for each failure mode.  

It can be observed the evolution of the individual 8 (purple). It started from a 

medium RPN of below 118 and as the evolution continues (more specifically in 

the first 15 generations) we have a constant value. After that, the value increases to 

129. Finally, all individuals converge to a RPN value around 99.  

This is explained by the fact that evolution trains all individuals to an accepta-

ble risk-cost ratio. 

At generation 33, individual 8 has been selected which represents the cost report 

that is most optimum but also with the tiniest risk of all of the populations. This is a 

perfect situation when the risk and the cost are both very low.  

In Fig. 5 we illustrated the evolution of cost in AG.  
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Fig. 5. The evolution of cost – becomes around 800 units for each individual from 18 

generation 

 

The optimal cost is found from the 18 generation. The rest of evolution is fo-

cused to search RPN for an optimal risk-cost ratio. 

In this study, the results of the three applications (classical and the other two) 

were compared in Table 3. The obtained results, under the assumption of assigning 

different weights to the risk factors, differ from the other two applications.  

For example, “inclusions” failure mode with the potential cause of failure 

“welding wire stored in unsuitable conditions (moisture, dust)” that is the first in 

the first two applications (classical and fuzzy FMEA) is not ranked among top five 

in the third application (FMEA cost model by Genetic Algorithm).  

The results obtained by fuzzy inference provide a hierarchy of potential risks 

that differs from the ranking established by conventional computation of the RPN.  

 



 
Table 3. The Results of the three different methods 

Potential 

Failure 

Mode 

Potential 

Effect of 

Failure 

Potential Cause of Failure FMEA Traditional 

approach 

R
a

n
k

. 
1

 Fuzzy 

RPN 

R
a

n
k

. 
1

 FMEA – Genetic 

Algorithms 

R
a

n
k

. 
1

 

S O D RPN S O D RPN 

Cracks 

Breakage of 

parts to cus-

tomer 

Thermal shock / cooling too fast 8 3 2 48 12 546 3 8 3 4 96 15 

Not respecting the remarks from de-

scription of welding procedure - DMOS 

or rules of preparation of the parts by 

the welder 

8 2 4 64 10 500 21 8 5 5 200 4 

Application of the anti – grattons at 

the joint and / or after welding 

8 3 3 72 7 544 4 8 2 1 16 29 

Inclusions 

Breakage of 

parts to cus-

tomer 

Oxidized parts 8 2 5 80 5 460 24 8 5 4 160 9 

Greasy parts 8 2 3 48 13 513 12 8 2 1 16 30 

             
Welding wire stored in unsuitable 

conditions (moisture, dust) 

8 4 4 128 1 560 1 8 4 5 160 10 

Insufficient 

penetration 

Breakage of 

parts to cus-

tomer 

Improper welding parameters  8 2 3 48 14 513 13 8 6 1 48 22 

Oxidized parts 8 2 3 48 15 513 14 8 6 5 240 1 

Incorrect positioning of the torch 8 3 3 72 26 544 5 8 4 5 160 11 

             

Porosity 

Breakage of 

parts to cus-

tomer 

Gas flow too low or too high 8 2 3 48 16 513 15 8 6 5 240 2 

Dirty nozzle 8 2 2 32 27 544 8 8 3 3 72 20 

Gas diffuser plugged  8 2 2 32 28 544 9 8 6 4 192 7 

Air currents in the workshop 8 2 4 64 11 500 22 8 5 5 200 4 

… 
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The fuzzy inference does not allow identical values of RPNs to appear for dif-

ferent sets of risk factors:  

− for “cracks” failure mode with the potential cause of failure “thermal shock / 

cooling too fast”: RPN = 48, (ranking 1 is 12); FRPN = 546, (ranking 2 is 3); 

− for “insufficient penetration” failure mode with the potential cause of failure 

“Improper welding parameters”: RPN = 48, (ranking 1 is 14); FRPN = 513, 

(ranking 2 is 15). 

Another example is that “insufficient penetration” failure mode with the poten-

tial cause of failure “oxidized parts” is placed first in the last application, whereas 

it was ranking 14-15 in the first two applications. 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

 

FMEA, as a very important safety and reliability analysis tool, has been exten-

sively used for examining potential failures in products, processes, designs and 

services. 

Compared with the traditional RPN, the fuzzy FMEA proposed has advantages, 

for example:  

− more risk factors can be included if necessary; 

− the relative importance weights of risk factors are taken into consideration in the 

process of prioritization of failure modes, which makes the proposed FMEA 

more realistic, more practical and more flexible; 

− risk factors and their relative importance weights are evaluated in a linguistic 

manner rather than in precise numerical values. 

The traditional FMEA analysis does not include a financial evaluation of the 

failure mode. A risk-cost model offers the management opportunity to determine 

the financial risk of failure modes and to weigh the failure costs with the expenses 

needed for improvements. Using a model based on costs in FMEA analysis is ob-

taining a viable alternative with a lower degree of subjectivity in the process of risk 

assessment.  

The genetic algorithms method is given a higher risk coefficient than the one 

given by the traditional method. That is because with this cost model, the economic 

aspect of the process is also considered. We also have to consider that the genetic 

algorithms method is at a global scale for the whole process. Although we have a 

higher risk coefficient for a failure mode, on a global scale we have a decrease of 

risk and cost.  

The proposed solution offers an alternative with low cost to commercial solu-

tions and provides benefits in terms of cost and time allocated for FMEA analysis. 
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Streszczenie 

 
Analiza przyczyn i skutków wad (FMEA) jest jedną z dobrze znanych technik zarzą-

dzania jakością, która jest wykorzystywana do ciągłego doskonalenia projektów produktów 

lub procesów. Jedną z ważnych kwestii FMEA jest ustalanie priorytetów ryzyka niezgod-

ności. Celem niniejszej pracy jest porównanie rzech różnych metod ustalania priorytetów 

ryzyka niezgodności w przeprowadzaniu FMEA. Jest to tradycyjne podejście, logika roz-

myta i algorytmy genetyczne przy użyciu modely FMEA ryzyko-koszt do oszacowania 

znaczenia czynników ryzyka. Integracja algorytmów genetycznych i logiki rozmytej ujaw-

niła różnicę w ustalaniu priorytetów przyczyn niezgodności. Ponieważ metody te eliminują 

niektóre z wad tradycyjnego podejścia, są one użytecznymi narzędziami w identyfikacji 

przyczyn awarii o wysokim priorytecie. Mogą one również zapewniac stabilność procesu. 
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